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ABSTRACT The authors state and prove a rapid cri-
terion to determine whether the class-number of certain
real quadratic fields is 1.
§1. Let d denote a positive non-square integer. We write
\d = [aO, a,,..., as] (s = "period" length)
for the simple continued fraction for /d-. We further write
forO <m <s
Pm/em = [ao, al, ., a.]
and
rm = Ipm2 - dqM2j.
Denote by R the set of all distinct rm, and by h(d) the class-
number of Q(V\d). We have
THEOREM. Let d be of the form p or 2p, where p is a prime _
3(mod 4). If for the odd primes q <V\d, q Z R, we have (-)
I-, then h(d) = 1. The converse is also true.
Examples: (i) h(4519) = 1. From the tables of R. Kortum
and G. McNiel (Lockheed Missiles and Space Division,
Sunnyvale, Calif.), the odd primes q with q <V/d and q Z R are
13, 17, 23, 31, 37, 53, 67, and we easily verify (in minutes) that
for these primes q we have (-) = -1 with d = 4519. Simi-
q
larly, we prove (ii) h(9038) = 1.
§2. Proof: We discuss only the case d = p, p a prime
- 3(mod 4). In the following all Latin letters denote integers.
LEMMA. Suppose that m = i (X2 - py2) With (X, y) = 1
and q, a prime 7 p, with qjm, q = n(u2-ppv). Then, m/q =
i (e2 - pf2) with (e, f) = 1.
§3. Consider x2 -p for 0 < x < Hp. Since, as is well-
known, we have 2 = i(U2 - pv2) it follows from the hy-
potheses of our theorem that all primes q (# p) with qI (X- p)
and q <v/p are in R, and hence of the form in (U2 - pv2).
If x2 -p, for 0 < x < V\p, has a prime factor q, > v/p, then
the remaining prime factors of x2 -p are less than \/p, and
so of the form in (U2 - pV2). Repeated application of the lemma
then gives us: q, = i(u2 - pv2). Thus, all prime factors of
x2-p are of the form n (U2 - pv2).
§4. Next considerx -p for x > v/u. We define: A prime
factor q (O p) of x2 -p is "new" if q1 (x2-p) but qt (y2 - p)
for 0 < y < x. Note that x2- p cannot have more than one
"new") prime factor for any x > v/h, since the new prime must
be > x. Hence, we see by repeated application of our lemma
that all prime factors q (# p) Of X2 -p (x > Vp) have the
form i+ (U2 - pv2). Here we used mathematical induction and
the results of §3.
§5. From the last two sections we conclude: If q is a
prime andq (x2 -p) then q = (U2 - pV2). Hence, h(p) = 1.
Hence, the theorem.
§6. To prove the converse of our theorem, suppose that
there exists an odd prime q with q < /,(p) - 1, q a R.
q
We now have a contradiction to the well-known result that if
q <V and q = i (X2 - py2) then q E R. Thus, h(p) $ 1.
[An example is p = 79, q = 5.]
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